A picture is emerging that preverbal nonsymbolic numerical representations derived from the approximate number system (ANS) play an important role in mathematical development and sustained mathematical thinking. Functional imaging studies are revealing developmental trends in how the brain represents number. We propose that combining behavioral and neuroimaging techniques with cognitive training approaches will help identify the fundamental relationship between the ANS and symbolic mathematics. Understanding this relationship should ultimately benefit educators by providing ways to harness the ANS and hopefully improve math readiness in young children.
Introduction
The human mathematical mind is unique in its ability to accomplish feats such as calculating the trajectory of a rocket to mars, proving the Pythagorean Theorem, or counting the precise number of butterflies in a picture book. Mathematical ability is complex and multifaceted and relies on many component skills including but not limited to working-memory [1], executive function [2] , and language [3] . The approximate number system (ANS) may serve as another critical foundation for mathematics [4, 5] . The ANS supports our ability to roughly estimate the number of objects in a set (e.g. nonsymbolic quantity representation) without relying on verbal counting [5] . Here, we review both behavioral and neuroimaging data that examine the relationship between the ANS and symbolic mathematical abilities and argue that primitive numerical abilities scaffold symbolic math representations. We propose that the tools of cognitive neuroscience and educational psychology may together uncover the mechanisms by which this scaffolding takes place.
A foundational building block for mathematics: the approximate number system
The ANS is present in a wide variety of animal species [5] ; it emerges early in human development [6] , and it continues to function throughout adulthood [7] . ANS representations are much like representations of other fundamental perceptual continua such as brightness or size in that they follow Weber's law whereby reaction time and error rates decrease as the ratio or distance between tobe-compared quantities increases [8] . Although nonhuman animal and human infant numerical abilities are limited to imprecise enumeration supported by the ANS, adult educated humans are capable of representing exact symbolic numbers (e.g. '16 0 or 'sixteen'), and this forms the basis of mathematical operations. There is debate over the nature of the initial preverbal representations that ground children's first number words. One proposal is that the ANS scaffolds the acquisition of exact symbolic numerals and subsequent math skills over development and remains tied to symbolic math faculties into adulthood [4] . However, alternative hypotheses suggest that ANS representations are only mapped onto number words later in development and are not involved in symbol grounding [9] .
The association between the ANS and math achievement
A key source of evidence that the ANS scaffolds symbolic math is that ANS acuity and symbolic math achievement are correlated across the life span [e.g. 7,10-12] . Individuals with greater precision in discriminating between approximate numerical magnitudes tend to have higher scores on standardized measures of math achievement (see [13] for a meta-analysis). In fact, the association between ANS and symbolic math may be strongest in preschool aged children [14,15 ,16] . ANS acuity measured before children enter formal school predicts later math abilities [17, 18] suggesting that strengthening the ANS might improve children's readiness to learn math upon school entry. ANS acuity is also lower in children with dyscalculia (severe math 
